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abstract
Nowadays, information systems interoperability is made possible by using Internet and related stand-
ards (with XML schemas) to share metadata, data and services. However, most of the time, the users com-
plain about issues to get relevant informational resources (IR) for their work. Indeed, most of them are 
still distributed into heterogeneous systems whose interoperability (IR discovery, access and treatment) 
faces a lack of standardization. This situation is critical in domains where fundings and people available 
for IR management are limited. Moreover, it is obvious that none of existing standards can cover all these 
needs: according to the various domains and related kinds of IR, different standards are required (one 
per domain or kind of IR in the best cases). Furthermore, some issues remain whatever the standards to 
implement, like describing semantic or spatial content of IR in a machine understandable way. The chal-
lenge thus consists in setting up kinds of information systems built on top of existing ones which enable 
a mutli-standard management (and thus interoperability with partners) and limit additional development 
efforts. By using a generic approach, we suggest models to manage different kinds of standardized meta-
data described by common controlled vocabularies (for thematic and spatial descriptions) within a single 
architecture. We aim to set up such a tool in the case of ocean observatories to manage different kinds of 
metadata elements sets (previous and new reference standards: SensorML...). 
Keywords: Ιnformation systems; Μetadata; Οntologies; Ιnteroperability; Sensors. 
introduction
This paper presents the goals and first re-
sults of an ongoing data management project at 
MBARI (Monterey Bay Aquarium Research In-
stitute) which aims first to facilitate Information-
al Resources1 (IR) discovery by improving its 
1  Any kind of data, information, knowledge produced (in-
metadata management. According to institutes 
and projects, IR are produced in heterogene-
ous ways but are needed together (as inputs for 
different kinds of studies related to the marine 
cluding the treatments) to study a domain (regardless of 
the format: numeric or not). According to the domain and 
users: an observation, a report, a map, a picture, a video, 
a dataset/serie, a database, a model, a data measured by a 
sensor, an interview, a knowledge...
Paper presented at the 
“International Conference on Marine Data and 
Information Systems - IMDIS”, Athens, 2008
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domain). Currently, in order to easily describe 
and retrieve IR, users should implement refer-
ence metadata standards. These standards aim to 
support the interoperability with similar systems 
located around the world (usually by using Web 
Services) and thus facilitate data harvesting in 
a more efficient (exhaustive) way. Moreover, 
since management of spatial dimension is a 
crucial component of IR in the environmental 
domain, the relevant metadata standards have to 
deal with the ability to manage spatial informa-
tion. These standards are mainly related to the 
common work of ISO TC/211 [ISO] and OGC 
[OGC] (and compliant with W3C recommenda-
tions). These issues are well known in the case 
of environmental domain, especially in the ma-
rine domain (KAzAKOS et al., 2002) and in the 
set up of Ocean Observatories: there is a strong 
need to improve IR sharing for users to work 
properly. Nevertheless, as  theseOGC standards 
are recent as well as complex, institutes are 
still using either previous standards (which are 
rapidly becoming obsolete like FGDC whose 
scope is similar to the new OGC/ISO 19139 
standard but can’t handle interoperability at a 
global scale) or more specific standards (like 
Thredds metadata element set [CARON, 2004] 
to describe the content of files managed with the 
Netcdf data format and shared by using Open-
Dap protocol) or “home made” metadata ele-
ments sets created to cover local needs. Most of 
the time these different metadata elements sets 
are managed within different information sys-
tems based on different architectures (whose 
structures are specifically adapted to the content 
of the standard and related profiles they aim to 
manage) (BeRNSTeIN et al., 2000). Therefore, 
we propose a generic approach to manage any 
metadata standard into a single architecture built 
on top of existing information systems. In the 
section “Issues of information management”, 
we summarize the main issues to set up an ef-
ficient IR management and some specific needs 
of Ocean Observatories. In “Generic models for 
metadata and semantic management”, we sug-
gest to implement generic models to manage 
different kinds of metadata standards as well as 
controlled vocabularies. In sections “Ongoing 
implementation” and “Homogeneous GUIs set”, 
we present examples of such models implemen-
tations (ongoing developments) and some relat-
ed GUIs which demonstrate the interest of this 
approach from a user point of view.
issues of information management
Since 20 years MBARI set up different 
ocean observatories by using different technolo-
Fig. 1: Ocean Observatories as a UML classes diagram.
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gies for softwares and hardwares (platforms, 
sensors...) (GOMeS et al., 2006, O’ReILLy 
et al., 2006). 2.1 Ocean Observatories and in-
formation management Ocean Observatories 
are made of different kinds of platforms which 
are themselves made of different kinds of com-
ponents (sensors...) and are deployed in differ-
ent locations (Fig.1). According to the period 
and projects, these observatories have used the 
most relevant technologies (among available 
ones) to acquire and manage sensors data into 
different information systems: different meta-
data, different formats and implementations 
(Fig.1). MBARI is currently managing at least 
4 different kinds of metadata elements sets (ISO 
19115, Thredds, SSDS and recently SensorML) 
to describe IR and their acquisition hardwares 
(platforms, sensors...). These metadata are man-
aged with different formats. An efficient data 
discovery is currently complicated...and thus 
data access is obviously difficult, especially for 
external users.
Instead of modifying each (previous or cur-
rent) information system, the challenge consists 
in building new kinds of information system on 
top of them which enables to import and man-
age any kind of metadata elements set (including 
previous ones). This way users will be able to re-
trieve and access informational resources (man-
aged in different information systems) by han-
dling different kinds of metadata through a single 
portal. While ISO/TC 211 and OCG set up refer-
ence standards for spatial information (for exam-
ple ISO 19139, SensorML for metadata, O&M, 
GML, KML for data, CSW, WMS, WFS, WCS, 
SOS for Web Services) interoperability, we aim 
to make current information systems compliant 
with them by using a generic approach.
The good, the bad and the ugly
Figure 2 illustrates some of the issues due 
to heterogeneous implementations of (similar 
or different) metadata standards. Usually a new 
information system is set up for any new imple-
mentation of a metadata standard (with new da-
tabases physical models, scripts sets and GUIs). 
This is the reason why software (engineers) 
need to minimize their developments efforts by 
using a generic approach to satisfy the same user 
needs in the same way.
Whatever the standard implemented, we aim 
to manage it by using a single scripts set and 
the same components. The related architecture 
has to implement a generic architecture to reach 
this goal (BeRNSTeIN et al., 2000). 2.3 Dif-
ferent metadata standards with a similar core 
Fig. 2: Reducing developments efforts by using a generic approach (Barde et al.,  2007).
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According to IR that users need to describe, 
standards are made of different metadata ele-
ments. However, these different standards share 
some core common metadata elements which 
match the Dublin Core (DCMI) metadata ele-
ments set (including spatial description, Fig. 3) 
which answer the basic questions in Information 
Research (Where? What? When?...). Neverthe-
less, there is no single generic metadata standard 
enabling any kind of IR description. As envi-
ronmental studies require different kinds of IR, 
they need then to implement different standards. 
There is thus a lack of tool to import and manage 
different standards within a single application. 
generic models for metadata and  
semantic management
This section presents the generic models we 
suggest to manage different meta data standards 
and controlled vocabularies into a single archi-
tecture. 
Conceptual model for multistandard 
metadata management
By using a generic pattern (conceptual 
model) we aim to describe in the same way any 
metadata standard. We can then use this model 
to set up a multistandard metadata management 
tool assisting2 the valuation of {metadata ele-
ment, value} pairs.
The UML class diagram in Figure 4 illus-
trates our approach. Any metadata standard can 
be considered as a collection of metadata ele-
ments related by different kinds of relationships 
(generalization, association...). Most of the time, 
a standard can be adapted (profile) by remov-
ing (or expanding) metadata elements in the 
native set. each element can get a free text or 
controlled value. Nevertheless, core metadata 
elements have to be controlled to improve IR 
management.
Additional model for semantic manage-
ment
Whatever the  standard, heterogeneous val-
ues of core metadata elements in-terferes with 
IS semantic interoperability. In particular, the 
use of common semantic and geographic/spa-
tial referential is a key issue to control thematic 
and spatial descriptions. This is useful at a local 
scale but required at a global scale to share the 
meanings of descriptions with external users:
• the management of “keywords” like metada-
ta elements requires a tool to control the ter-
minology of concepts used for their values. 
A glossary, the- saurus or ontology is needed 
to improve data discovery. Indeed, it is im-
pos- sible to match the content of different 
metadata sheets without managing multi-
linguism, synonyms... Figure 5 expands 
the previous UML di- agram by incorporat-
ing a set of classes (Semantic management 
package) which enables the management of 
structured concepts schemas (ontologies and 
thus thesauri or glossaries) (BARDe et al., 
2006),
• the spatial description package of Figure 5 
2  not directly into XML files.
Fig. 3: Different metadata standards with similar core 
metadata elements (BARDe et al., 2007).
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gives additional details by making explicit 
the relationship between thematic and spatial 
concepts. We suggest the following link: “a 
spatial concept is a kind of thematic concept 
whose instances are geographic objects”. 
That way we can manage similar spatial and 
thematic descriptions (with terms or graphics) 
by reusing the same component for any meta-
data standard.
Ongoing implementation
A similar model has been used to generate 
physical data models (PDM) which enable the 
management of any metadata standard. Our cur-
rent implementations are based on version 1.5 (or 
1.6) of MDWeb open source software to set up an 
architecture made of different components:
• a multistandard and multilingual metadata 
cataloging tool implementing a generic ap-
proach3 compliant with standardized im-
plementations of metadata standards (XML 
Schemas, DTD...),
• a semantic and spatial descriptions manage-
3 like other softwares: NOKIS [8], M3Cat [BeRKLey et 
al, 2001], MetaCat.
Fig. 4: Generic model for multi-standard management.
Fig. 5: Aggregation of generic components to control semantic and spatial descriptions (BARDe et al., 2006).
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ment tool compliant with (Web) Semantic 
standards SKOS (ISO 2788 / 5964) / RDF/ 
OWL and the main standardized formats for 
spatial information (GML, KML...).
• a three-tier (client-server) architecture with:
• (1) a set of GUIs (inWeb browsers) 
integrating components to assist meta-
data edition or retrieval:
 ○ spatial description withWeb Map-
ping tools: Mapserver/ Mapbuilder,
 ○ thematic description with Con-
trolled vocabularies tool: home 
made.
• (2) Applications scripts: PHP4 /Javas-
cript/XML (with Apache Http server),
• (3) Data storage: RDBMS: Postgres 
with Postgis (import of SKOS files into 
Postgres (by using JeNA java API), 
XML repositories (metadata sheets...).
We used this architecture to import the XML 
schemas [W3C] of needed metadata standards into 
the physical data model (ISO 19139, SensorML, 
Thredds XML schema, SSDS, DCMI ) by creating 
a new script. This script translates XML schemas 
statements into SQL statements5 which fill the ta-
bles of our PDM. Once imported, users can handle 
any kind of metadata standard with a single GUIs 
set. This way, developments efforts focus on the 
same scripts whatever the standards.
4 a new Java release is currently used.
5 by handling XML nodes with the Document Object Model.
Homogeneous guis set
By using MDWeb 1.5 as a basis of develop-
ment, we illustrated the first results and the in-
terest of this methodology. This work has shown 
the relevance of such generic models to manage 
any metadata standards within a single architec-
ture managing as well controlled vocabularies. 
The following GUIs have been generated by im-
porting the XML schemas.
Import of any metadata standards and 
profiles edition
By importing a new metadata standard XML 
Schema through a generic script which trans-
lates this kind of formal specifications into its 
generic PDM, MDWeb can use the same scripts 
set to generate dynamically a GUI to set up pro-
files of this standard. 
The GUIs shown in Figure 6 have been gen-
erated this way. The first GUI has been set up by 
interpreting a profile of Thredds metadata ele-
ments set (previously imported into the PDM). 
Similar GUIs have been generated with ISO 
19139, SSDS or DCMI metadata elements sets.
 Metadata sheet edition 
Once a profile of an imported standard is 
set up, users can thereafter edit some instances 
(metadata sheets) of this profile. The second 
GUI of Figure 6 illustrates the form generated to 
edit an instance of a profile (Thredds metadata 
Fig. 6: Generic GUIs for metadata sheets edition.
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standard). As thematic and spatial descriptions 
are usually part of any standard profiles (Fig. 3), 
we can assist (and control) any metadata sheet 
edition by reusing generic GUIs (such as pop-
ups shown in Figure 6 for thematic and spatial 
descriptions). 
Searching and visualization of metadata 
sheets
We present here GUIS related to another 
example of a generic conceptual model which 
is implemented in the next version of MDWeb 
(2.0, Java, not released yet). Being more com-
pliant with an object approach, the underlying 
PDM improves the previous one and its ability 
to manage different metadata standards6 . How-
ever an additional set of generic scripts (written 
in Java) is needed to handle this new PDM and 
to satisfy the same needs as the previous version 
(in terms of importing any standard, profiling 
it and implement it to edit metadata compliant 
with the related XML schema). So far, the on-
going implementation of this new version cur-
rently offers a GUIs set for the searching engine 
as well as for metadata sheet visualization (see 
snapshots in Figure 7, ISO 19115 in this case) 
and soon GUIs for metadata edition. 
6 for now DCMI, ISO 19115/39 and SensorML schemas 
are managed but we didn’t adapt the script to import a 
new XML schema into this PDM.
Conclusion
The case of informational resources (IR) 
management for Ocean Observatories illustrates 
general issues existing in many other domains: 
different information systems managing differ-
ent metadata and data formats (with related ser-
vices) to describe and treat the same kinds of IR. 
However, users still complain about difficulties 
to “get (or aggregate) the data” they need. New 
standards (summarizing the contents of previ-
ous ones and made explicit with XML schemas) 
for environmental and spatial data infrastruc-
tures interoperability (on Internet) are available. 
When implemented they facilitate IR sharing at 
a local or global scale. New kinds of informa-
tion systems built on top of existing ones can 
cover a large part of user’s needs. By using ge-
neric models and existing standards and open-
source softwares, a single generic architecture, 
can manage:
• heterogeneous metadata standards (import, 
profiling, edition...),
• heterogeneous values: in particular con-
trolled terms and spatial descriptions to de-
scribe core metadata elements,
• a common indexation table duplicating 
core metadata elements with homogeneous 
terms and values used by the search engine 
(CSW...), 
• spatial IR described by metadata can be pro-
cessed after being retrieved: either locally or 
Fig. 7: Generic GUIs for metadata sheets searching and visualization. 
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remotely by using Web Services with Web 
Browsers or/and rich clients (e.g. WMS / 
WFS /WCS...with Mapserver, Qgis, Udig...).
With such a system built on top of specific 
ones (managing specific standards) it is possible 
to comply with new reference standards without 
changing ongoing applications. Moreover, this 
approach facilitates the implementation of more 
sophisticated standards, like OGC CSW cata-
log interoperability standard, by concentrating 
the clients on a single server (based on a single 
scripts set) in charge of all the existing informa-
tion systems behind. Data discovery can thus 
be improved, in particular queries expansion is 
made possible by using standardized semantic or 
spatial relationships (requests portability). Both 
user’s and software engineer’s tasks and needs 
are taken into account by a single scripts set.
Our implementations of this generic ap-
proach illustrates the interest of such an architec-
ture but requires some reingeeniring of current 
models and scripts to deliver a fully operational 
tool. The MDWeb project aims to set up such 
a tool with the version 2. Developments efforts 
focus first on enabling the management of any 
metadata standard, profiling it, edit and/or search 
related metadata instances in different catalogs 
(with CSW). Syntactic interoperability is then 
made possible with other systems. However se-
mantic interoperability has to be controlled by a 
dedicated component which is needed to make 
metadata content machine readable in order to 
match relevant metadata. This control is crucial 
to completely master the ability to expand queries 
towards different catalogs and understand the re-
sults sent back by external servers (whatever the 
terms or languages they use to describe their IR 
with semantic or spatial concepts).
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